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petition and pressure is severed in the recent global economy downturn. In manufacturing for instance, in order to
cope or even succeed in global environment, nimble and
highly flexible organizations with low fixed costs is the
key. Attaining this requires partnerships with suppliers and
customers, and the development of real-time systems that
can plan, schedule, and execute an operations strategy effectively (Corney 2002).
The ability to quickly manage and compensate the
manufacturing system, due to external and internal disturbances, is becoming an important factor for competition
(Jackson and Johansson 1997). To cope with an environment dominated by change and uncertainty it is necessary
to quickly react based on the information from decision
support systems. The primary focus of our research work is
in the real-time manufacturing operation scheduling. It is
hoped that through the introduction of real-time scheduler,
a manufacturing company can accomplish operations strategy, optimize its goal, and deal with daily disruptions such
as broken machines, arrival of a new high priority order,
etc in a more effective way.
Simulation-based approach is adopted in our research
work to tackle real-time scheduling problems. A real time
simulation-based scheduling system takes an accurate factory status update and simulates forward in accelerated
time, much like traditional analytical models but with
model’s starting condition is the current factory status. An
advantage of using discrete event simulation for operational support is the ability to perform offline system
analysis on the same model. It also provides long-term
benefits by using the same model for testing and exploring

ABSTRACT
Real-time scheduling of semiconductor manufacturing operations, semiconductor test operations in particular, is complicated due to the following factors; multi-head resources,
multi-level hardware dependency, temperature and hardware
criteria, dynamic determination of processing time and indexing time, batch processing and re-entrant flow. A first-ofits-kind, object oriented (OO), discrete event simulation
(DES) toolkit, RTMSim++ for real-time simulation-based
scheduling applications has been conceptualized, designed,
developed to resolve real-time scheduling problems in
manufacturing. This paper reviews the work done in the development of RTMSim++ toolkit, and a case study in a realtime scheduling application. The salient features of the toolkit includes flexibility to customize and extend its functionality, real time shop floor status data initialization, and capability for modeling complex resource and process
relationships. In the case study, RTMSim++ has been customized to incorporate very company specific heuristic
rules, with the objectives of improving delivery performance, equipment utilization and cycle time.
1

INTRODUCTION

Information technology and Internet has transformed the
world into a new global economy community, made
smaller and more competitive. Anyone in business who is
not considering the impact of globalization or the increasing integration of the world’s economies will need to deal
with the inevitable soon enough (Ferranti 2000). The com-
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new ways of improving the manufacturing system. The
benefits of using computer simulation are comprehensively
documented in simulation-related publications and books
such as (Banks et al. 1996) and (Law and Kelton 1991).
Simulation-based scheduling systems usually require a
two-stage approach. Offline experiments are carried out in
the first stage to determine policies and scheduling rules
that can achieve the desired performance of the manufacturing system (Yang and Chang 1998). This set of policies
and dispatching rules are then used in the second stage to
generate the schedules.
Most of the prior work done by others in developing
simulation toolkits and packages such as SimPack (Fishwick
1992) and C++SIM (Little and McCue 1994), which are
general-purpose simulation, are used more for academic and
teaching purposes. BLOCS/M (Douglas et al. 1993) and
OOSIM (Douglas and Spiridon 1997) focus on issues in
automated operation and control in discrete-part flexible
manufacturing systems. A prototype real-time DES of a
printed circuit board (PCB) production system for operational support has been built previously (Jackson and Johansson 1997). The main purpose of the work is to investigate the feasibility of DES in supporting the real-time
information in production system. The existing academic research efforts in object-oriented manufacturing simulations
have also been extensively assessed (Narayanan et al. 1998),
In this paper, an object-oriented toolkit for real-time
manufacturing operation scheduling system is reviewed.
The review starts from the objectives and justification,
challenges, conceptualization, design, development, and its
subsequent extension and successful implementation in a
multi-national company, in one of the its semiconductor
test facilities. Although the focus is on semiconductor
backend, the concepts are equally applicable to other complex supply chains.

plication. We concluded that these tools are not suitable for
real-time simulation of semiconductor manufacturing.
Few of the commercial tools that are considered appropriate for the real-time application suffer from relatively high capital investment and maintenance costs. The
tools also require extensive customization to partially fulfill the semiconductor manufacturing requirements. The
limitation arises from many aspects including the modeling
aspects of initiation, resource relationship definition, alternative resource combinations, dynamic computation of
process time based on resource selection, sequence dependent setups, alternative routes, selection of low level
resources, and ability to customize scheduling policies,
rules and optimization algorithms.
It is finally decided by the team to use the commonly
available C++ language as the platform for the development work. An added advantage of using C++ is that object-oriented paradigm has a significant compatibility with
discrete-event world-view formalism (Narayanan et al.
1998). By using C++, simulation practitioners who are
comfortable with the popular C++ language can immediately begin creating simulations without having to learn entirely new language syntax.
The decision has resulted in the need to design and develop a real-time simulation toolkit focusing initially on
specific application in the semiconductor backend operations. The development is also based on the need for
scheduling, dispatching rules and optimization algorithms
as customizable part of the simulation toolkit. This is an
important criterion for providing manufacturer a competitive advantage as the customized policies, rules and optimization algorithms will become sole property to the
manufacturer in each application.

2

The challenge the team confronted in the construction of
RTMSim++ arises from three distinct areas: the simulation
modeling of complex semiconductor manufacturing operations; the flexibility to allow extensive customization of
scheduling policies and rules; and the run time performance.
This is described in detailed in the following subsections.

3

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION

Two of the 10 critical capabilities for simulation and modeling identified in the Integrated Manufacturing Technology Roadmap (IMTR) initiative (IMTR 1999) are real time
enterprise optimization and interactive models linked to
real time information systems. Our objectives are aligned
to the scheduling and optimization using real time information and our focus is on manufacturing applications.
Before embarking into developing our very own object-oriented real-time simulation toolkit, a survey has been
conducted to evaluate the most suitable simulation software for the scheduling work in mind. Numerous discrete
event simulation software tools have been reviewed, from
simple spreadsheet based types on the one extreme to sophisticated languages and tools on the other. Most of these
tools have execution speed limitations in handling complexity in manufacturing scheduling and real-time data,
which are the two most critical success factors in our ap-

THE CHALLENGE

3.1 Semiconductor Manufacturing Modeling
Semiconductors are manufactured in highly specialized facilities. The production processes in these facilities usually
has four phases: wafer fabrication, wafer probe, assembly or
packaging and final testing. The team’s initial focal point is
on the modeling test operations of semiconductor backend.
There are a number of specific aspects to modeling the
semiconductor backend test operations. The test operations
are considered as one of the most complex to model and
schedule. Some examples of these complex characteristics
are outlined. Each of the highly re-entrant test steps requires additional resources from a multiple choice of sec-
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turers have the same operation strategy or scheduling policies. This is even true for different manufacturing facilities
of the same manufacturer. It is thus important to provide
easily customizable features in the toolkit for specific
scheduling policies and dispatching rules.
Object-oriented programming (OOP) allows a one-toone mapping between objects in the manufacturing system
being modeled and their abstractions in the simulation
model (Narayanan et al., 1998). OOP is considered as a
more natural mapping paradigm for simulation application,
however an amount of effort is still needed to understand
the object-oriented simulation (OOS) framework for complex application before anyone can customize scheduling
policies or dispatching rules. The required effort will hinder engineers to test out new policies or dispatching rules.
Hence, a careful design to isolate the customizable part
from remaining OOS framework details is also considered
important by the team.

ondary equipment (i.e., test handler) and multi-layered
hardware (conversion kits, loadboard, dutboard, etc). There
are a large variety of test step conditions and alternative
routes, based on test equipment, secondary equipment,
hardware, test programs, test time, and process parameters
such as test temperature. Tester setup may involve any
combination of these testing conditions, and it is based on
the existing setup and the new setup (sequence dependent
setup). Some of the products require burn-in batch process
between test steps, involving partial or entire jobs.
The test processing time is made up of test time and
index time. Test time is a function of test equipment, the
device type and the number of parallel test sites in use. Index time is a function of the handler capability in terms of
single or parallel indexing, which depends upon the lower
level resources such as, hardware and their capability. Multiple-site hardware attachment to a handling equipment
creates more than one site to pick and simultaneously place
the parts to the test head.
Testing equipment can have more than one test head,
each capable of parallel testing different products. Sum of
test time and index time is the process time for a single head
test equipment. The processing time on each test head of a
multiple head tester depends on the products being concurrently tested on each of the test heads and the indexing times
of the lower level resources including handler. In addition
co-process constraints makes certain products not concurrently testable on testing equipment, and the constraints can
be sequence dependent. The co-process constraints for products also vary from testing equipment to testing equipment
depending on the equipment testing capability.
Tested units are often binned into different bin types
where the mother lot splits into many sub lots. The subsequent process or test steps may be different for each bin
type and may involve lot merging.
These requirements make semiconductor test manufacturing as one of the most challenging environment to model
and simulate. In addition to that, the standard constraints
such as precedence constraints, routing constraints, machineeligibility constraints also need to be modeled.

3.3 Real-Time Simulation
Performance Criteria
In real-time application, the execution speed of the model
is an important criterion for the successful deployment of
the application. The manufacturing equipment and resource data including secondary resource and low level
hardware, co-process, sequence dependent setup, preventive maintenance schedule of the resources, lots for scheduling, work-in-progress, and real-time shop floor status
must be retrieved, checked for data consistency, corrected
for data inconsistency. The manufacturing model will be
executed with manufacturer specific policies and rules, and
reports generated at the end of run. The schedule will be
post-processed and the schedule is transferred to the screen
display unit of the equipment on the shop floor.
In a typical semiconductor manufacturing dealing with
the stated manufacturing complexity, hundreds of testing
equipment, and thousands of lots, sophisticated scheduling
policies and rules, simulation time duration of weeks, a
simulation run with performance of tens of minutes is considered acceptable on a Pentium II PC running Windows
NT.

3.2 Scheduling Policies and Dispatching Rules

4

One of the major drives of our work to design and develop
RTMSim++ is the flexibility to extend, and to allow extensive customizability of company specific scheduling policies and dispatching rules in the toolkit. The team believes
that scheduling problems in practice have multiple objectives that can vary significantly from company to company. The overall goal normally involves a weighted combination of several objectives.
This conceptual capability for real-time simulation
comes from the team’s past experience in developing and
implementing semiconductor manufacturing related simulation projects. It can be concluded that no two manufac-

RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY

The research objectives and efforts of the team are motivated and directed by the following issues:
•

•
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Natural mapping – develop an OOS framework
with natural mapping to physical manufacturing
objects for representing the interactions between
parts and processes for manufacturing systems.
Customizability – develop an OOS modeling environment that permits programming-free model
creation and problem solving approaches in a single base model.
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•
•
•

•

Efficiency – develop simulation models so they
run efficiently.
Reusability – develop a reusable library of classes
to support modeling of manufacturing systems.
Ease of maintenance – make the class library
more reusable and easily comprehensible, and
simplify the description of complex systems.

•
•

Object oriented analysis and design technique using
Unified Modeling Language (Moore 1997) is applied
throughout the development of RTMSim++. Representing
complex behavior in a simulation model always has been a
challenge (Narayanan et al. 1998). In a search for better
ways to represent complex manufacturing behavior, a
multi-layered OOS software architecture is used in the design. This is considered as the most promising architecture
as it allows multi-level customizing flexibility from data
driven model at the highest level to language programming
at the lowest. A more detailed explanation is in the following subsections.

•
•
•
•
•

4.1 Multi-Layered OOS
Software Architecture

An auto model generator can be built to map the existing data of manufacturing system to the pre-defined standard tables of the simulator. The goal of this effort is to
make the architecture more useful to the actual users, while
satisfying the need for rapid prototyping. Beyond this
layer, knowledge of C++ is required for toolkit customization. However, reusable classes are implemented and
stored in a software library. These classes can facilitate
rapid model development, with minimum knowledge of the
underlying language.
At the second layer, a centralized rule control class is
defined to manage the dispatching rules. Company specific
scheduling policies and rules can be integrated into the toolkit through object inheritance of the class. Policies and rules
can be constructed with little knowledge of the entire OOS
framework. Customization of rules can be done through OO
inheritance from “QueueManager” (refer to Figure 2).
At the third layer, various manufacturing system entities, and the coupling mechanisms to establish the interrelationships between manufacturing entities are implemented. The behavior of an entity over time during a
simulation is realized at this layer through events. The
events are represented procedurally as methods of classes.
At this layer, new type of equipment can be incorporated
by inheritance from the original class definition.
At the fourth layer, the basic structure of discrete event
simulation is defined. The necessary simulation infrastructure, such as scheduler, event queue, containers for simulation entities, simulation clocks, serialized input and output
are defined. In RTMSim++, simulation processes execute
according to their simulation time. Only one process executes in any instance of real time, but many processes may
execute at any instance of simulation time. Those processes, which are currently inactive, are put on to a simula-

To cater for different user groups of RTMSim++, a sixlayered OOS software architecture is designed as depicted
in Figure 1. From the highest level of data driven simulator
to the lowest level of foundation and C++ libraries. The
flexibility to customize the toolkit ranges from limited customizability for novice users to total extendibility for programmers. The ease of customizability goes in the reverse
direction from difficult to easy.
Data driven simulator
Scheduling policies & rules
Manufacturing simulator
Discrete event simulator
Foundation library
C++ library

Flexibility

Ease

Figure 1: Multi-layered Object-Oriented Architecture
At the first layer, the model is driven entirely by data. A set
of standard database tables has been designed to capture all
the manufacturing data required to model and simulate the
manufacturing systems. The most important tables are
listed as shown:
•

•

Equipment Event – defines shop floor event and
its duration, for example preventive maintenance,
engineering lot test, etc.
Process – defines the process routing for all part
numbers, with other information such as equipment preference, process time, yield, and so on.
Binning – defines the binning requirement for
mother lot that splits into many sub lots after testing.
Co-process – defines the co-process constraints
for testing equipment.
Setup – defines the sequence dependent setup details.
Inventory – defines all the lots with its part number, process and step information in the system.
Relation – defines the eligibility and preference
of handler and hardware, and the corresponding
indexing time.
Parameter – defines all the control variable parameters for the simulator.

Equipment – defines all equipment data, which
includes testing equipment, handler, hardware,
equipment group and family in the manufacturing
system.
Equipment Status – defines real-time shop floor
status for all equipment, with lots, handler and
hardware details.
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Information Classes
ResourceInfo
ResourceStatus
ResourceEvent
Process
Binning
Co-process
Setup
Inventory
Relation
Products
ResourceMatrix

tion event queue, which is arranged in increasing order of
simulation time. The simulation scheduler is used to manage the execution of the processes. At this layer, existing
classes can be replaced as long as they conform to the
original class definition. Using framework at this layer, a
completely new domain can be developed. Examples are
logistic, supply chain, and service-based simulation.
At the fifth layer, the C++ foundation library for simulation is defined. This is an extension of the standard C++
library to manage discrete event simulation entities. At this
layer, classes such as priority queue, sorting, string match,
input and output are defined. The sixth layer is the standard
library provided by C++.

Figure 3: Information Classes
RTMSim++ has four fundamental abstractions to represent objects in manufacturing: lots or jobs (i.e., entity in
RTMSim++ terminology), resources, tasks, and routes. Lots
comprising the work-in-process (WIP) inventory move from
one resource to another, where operations are performed. An
operation sequence specifies the route for a lot. Physical
elements such as resource are distinguished from the decision-making entities such as “QueueManager” in the factory.
In addition, information about a manufacturing system (e.g.,
a process plan) is captured in a set of database classes (e.g.,
“ResourceInfo”, “ResourceStatus”, etc.).
The two important issues in the architecture: the coupling mechanism between class instances and the specific
behavior representation are addressed in some details in the
following subsections.

4.2 Manufacturing Classes and Hierarchy
The team focuses on the development of a library of reusable classes. The classes are designed according to the onefunction-one-object principle, in which each object does
only one thing. This makes for simple classes. The number
of class hierarchy levels is kept to minimum to allow
greater reusability of the object classes, and to make learning easier. The major OOS classes and hierarchy is shown
in Figure 2 and 3. Only the most superficial description of
the architecture is given. Interested reader should contact
authors for additional details.
Sub-classing is used to develop objects with new behavior from pre-existing classes. For example, a resource
object (e.g., Tester-2) that has a multi-head capability for
testing is sub-classed from a machine class (e.g., ProcResource) that does not exhibit this behavior.
VObject

VMsgObject

EventManager
MessageManager
EntityManager
QueueManager
ResourceManager

4.2.1 Coupling Mechanisms
The coupling mechanisms in the modeling architecture dictate how to establish the interrelationships between manufacturing entities or resources (Narayanan et al. 1998). In
RTMSim++, all interactions between resource classes occur through message and event “points” (i.e., specific
methods) in each class. Messages in RTMSim++ are object
instances of non-simulation-time related classes encapsulated with subject matters and other related details that are
passed among entities. These interactions are “instant”
(i.e., immediate) in simulation time. Events are similar to
messages in the contents except for they are linked to
simulation-time. Controllers (i.e., managers in RTMSim++
terminology) are structured using the client-server paradigm and each controller responds to its clients via messages or events. For example, a resource object may send a
message to object “EventManager” to schedule a down
event on the resource itself 30 simulation time unit later.

Event
Message
Entity

Inheritance
Manage

Resource

Hardware

ProcResource

Handler

Tester-2

Burn-in

Tester-n

4.2.2 Behavioral Specifications

Figure 2: Major OOS Classes and Hierarchy

The behavior of an entity or resource over time during a
simulation is dictated by the behavior specification of the
modeling abstractions and is realized through events. In
RTMSim++, events are represented procedurally as meth-
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ods of classes. For example, consider a resource which
upon receiving a job, begins with a load operation, followed by a setup, processing, complete processing, and
then unload operation. Methods are defined for each of the
operations. Multiple resources with the same behavior but
different data (e.g., processing time) can be modeled by
creating instances of the class.
5

Company
Information
System

PC

Managers’ PCs

Network

CASE STUDY: REAL-TIME
SCHEDULING FOR A SEMICONDUCTOR
BACKEND COMPANY

A case study to implement a scheduling system using
RTMSim++ for a semiconductor backend facility has been
carried out. The purpose of this project was to schedule
and optimize the semiconductor test operation with the following primary objectives: improve delivery accuracy,
maximize resource utilization, and minimize cycle time.
The scheduling constraints considered are already described in Section 3.1.

Server

PC

RTMSim+

Status
Update

PC

...

PC

PCs on
equipment

Figure 4: RTMSim++ System Configuration
dary hardware, setup and conversion, co-process, schedule
for preventive maintenance and other scheduled activities
that make machine unavailable within scheduling time
window. The other shop floor real-time status is obtained
from the status update PCs through barcode.
RTMSim++ is installed at the server PC running Windows NT Pentium workstation. The system takes less than
10 minutes to generate the schedule. The schedule generated by the system will be displayed on the PC monitor of
the test machines after each scheduling run. Shop floor operation staff makes use of the dynamic lot selection decision generated by the system.
A client-server application has been implemented by
the company that enables user-friendly system setups and
easy access to the reports generated by the system. This
application runs on the managers’ PCs.

5.1 Background
The facility manufactures over 500 million IC’s per year.
The varieties include ASIC’s, PC products, telecommunication, and many other types of IC’s for local as well as
overseas markets.
The study was made in the test operation department
for a major product group. There are about 50 test equipment, 130 handlers, and 1300 hardware consists of conversion kit, loadboard and dutboard. About 2000 lots to be
scheduled at any instant of time.

5.3 Results

5.2 Project Description

The company has realized tangible and intangible benefits
from this implementation. Intangible benefits include the
achievement of high delivery accuracy, higher tester utilization, a high cycle time repeatability, highly accurate response to customer on order completion time, and rapid
and accurate capability of “what if” analysis. Another significant benefit is that the company is able to accurately
model their manufacturing system using the system.

The project duration is about 5 months, and most of the efforts focus on the requirement specifications, and the design
of the company policies and dispatching rules. The rules are
customized through the “QueueManager” class by inheritance. The customized rules involve more than 8 levels of
priority categories based on the important of the rules to the
company. The examples range from lot types (e.g., tag lot,
urgent lot, etc.), lot location (e.g., assembly lot, test only lot,
etc), conversion and setup priority, burn-in, test steps, sophisticated optimization weightage factors that are computed
based on dynamic information in the package.
The configuration of the implemented system is shown
in Figure 4. The system implemented at the facility automatically triggered by the company’s internal systems and
dynamically generates schedules and reports for the testing
machines at a specified frequency, anytime, throughput the
year. The company information system provides status of
machines, status of current work-in-process inventory and
exact location of each WIP lot, the process flow, the relationship and preference of the required primary and secon-

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the concepts, and application of an
OO real-time simulation system. The developed system has
the flexibility to be customized in most relevant aspects
and extendable to most manufacturing environments. Created simulation models are true reflection of critical resources and resource relationships in advanced
manufacturing systems and resolves identified limitations
of commercially available simulation packages.
One of the limitations identified is the C++ skill requirement for customization. It is also identified that avail-
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ability of accurate and consistent real time data in manufacturing environment is crucial for real-time simulation
and therefore currently limits the application to environments such as semiconductors, where advanced manufacturing information systems are available.
The research and application demonstrated advancements particularly in the following aspects:
•
•
•
•

Real-time simulation is achieved using real time
integration of manufacturing information systems
with OO simulation model.
The central contribution to the outcome is the OO
design and approach to the simulation toolkit.
Automated dynamic creation of the simulation
model is achieved, eliminating the need for highly
trained specialists for maintenance.
The OO approach enabled complex customized
scheduling and optimization algorithms to be integrated with discrete event simulation.

The results of the simulation package are encouraging
and the team intends to develop it further in light of continued experience.
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